Postoperative liver scan showed an enlargement of liver size in all cases. An increase in left to right lobe area ratio was observed in postoperative liver scan in 8 of 11 cases. Left lobe enlargement which elongated in to the left upper quadrant, mimicking residual or accessory spleen was observed in 10 of 11 cases. Most of the patients in better clinical course showed little changes or slight decrease in hepatic uptake constant following splenectomy.
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The hepatoscintigraphy is a useful technique to diagnose not only tumor of liver, but also other diseases with diffuse region. However, there are some failure in detecting liver lesions by scintigraphy because of such factors as size and anatomical site of tumor, physiological and pathological shape of liver, etc. For the purposes of detecting Space Occupaying Lesion (SOL) in liver scintigrams more exactly, we are developing a filing and retrieval system for the information of liver scans with cooperation of the Department of Surgery, Chiba University Hospital. Two kinds of work sheets are used in this study, one of them is filling up the information of diagnostic observation from the hepatoscintigram, such as a deformation, a disorder of histological site and swelling or atrophy of liver, number of detected SOL on each site of liver, a disorder and swelling of spleen, etc. at the Hospital of NIRS, named scinti-sheet. The other is for filling up the information of surgical operation finding contain almost same items corresponding to the scinti-sheet for the same patient to be operated at Chiba University Hospital, named surgery-sheet. Moreover, at the same time, static digital images of 64 × 64 matrix are gathered by a on-line acquisition interface of the computer and rolled out onto a magnetic tape.

The medical records are punched into IBM cards from the work sheets and rolled out onto magnetic tape using input file program that processed various error check and rearranged linkage of scinti-sheet and surgery-sheet respectively with the same patient by his identifications.

Thus, this filling system would be used for (1) the analysis of failure factors for detecting SOL, (2) the development of digital processing method to the images contained undetectable SOL and (3) the medical training by means of scintigraphic computer data-base with confirmed diagnosis.
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The discovery of Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) by Gold et al, which is specific to some digestive cancers originated from endoblast, has enabled us to diagnose some digestive cancers by measurement of CEA level in serum. However, a high level of CEA in serum is reported even in some cancers except the digestive cancer, and in benignant digestive diseases, hepatic disorders and heavy smokers.

The author reported the basic studies on the measurement of CEA and the relationship between CEA level in serum and smoking.

This report describes the studies on CEA level in relation to hepatic disorders and the statistical analysis of the measured values.

(Subject)

The subject is the patients with suspected hepatic disorders among the out-patients and the hospital-